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Abstract. A central feature that distinguishes graph grammars (we consider grammars generating 
sets of node-labelled undirected graphs only) from string grammars is that in the former one has 
to provide a mechanism by which a daughter graph (the right-hand side of a production) can be 
embedded in the rest of the mother graph, while in the latter this embedding is provided 
automatically by the structure that all strings possess (left-to-right orientation). In this paper we 
consider a possilole classification of embedding mechanisms for (node-rewriting) graph grammars. 
This classification originates from the basic ideas of [9]. On the one hand it allows one to fit a 
number of existing notions of a graph grammar into a common framework and on the other 
hand it points out new “natural” possibilities for defining the embedding mechanism in a graph 
grammar. The relationship between the graph-language generating power of graph grammars 
using various embedding mechanisms is established. 
Hntroduction 
En this paper we will consider sequential graph grammars, that is, graph grammars 
in which in a direct derivation step one production is applied to one occurrence of 
its left-hand side only. 
Considering various definitions; Qf sequentiall graph grammars in the literature, 
one realizes that in almost all of them a direct. derivation step consists of the 
following phases. In order to rewrite a graph H, (we consider undirected, node- 
labelled graphs only), we select a production of the form Q! + ,B (where (Y and /3 
are graphs), we replace an occurrence of a! ?r~ E-i by a copy, say 6, of /!I, and then 
we embed 6 into the rest of H; that is, we estabhsh edges between the nodes of 
$ and the remaining nodes of H. ‘The main difference between the various existing 
models lies in the definiriion of this embedding mechanism, and hence the embedding 
mechanism forms the “heart” of tie definition of a graph grammar. 
The aim of this paper is to introduce a systematic framework for discussing the 
notion of embedding in a graph grammar. Our framework generalizes various ideas 
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originating from a number of existing definitions, of the embedding mechanism. In 
Farticular it starts with the basic idea of the embeclding mechanism used in [9]. 
Although we: do noti pretend to provide a framework encompassing al/ types of 
graph grammars known in the literature we believe that our framework singles out 
in a systematic way the basic features of a number of existing embedding mechan- 
isms. ‘In this way the generating power of various kinds of graph grammars can be 
compared and moreover new embedding mechanisms, very natural in our 
framework, become apparent. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
In Section 1 basic notions and notations concerning graphs are established. In 
Section 2 the notion of a graph grammar with neiglhbourhood-controlled embed- 
ding is introduced and illustrated by examples. In Section 3 we compare the 
generative power of different types of graph grammars defined in Section 2. In 
Section 4 we discuss how s.everal notions of ca! graph grammar from the literature 
fit into our framework. 
1. P~eliimSinaries 
In this section we settle basic terminology and notation (in particular concerning 
graphs) to be used in this paper. 
(1) Let X and Y be sets. By Idx we denote the identity relation on X, by 2x 
we denote the set of subsets of X and by X\ Y we denote the set {x 1 x E X, x& Y}. 
If X is finite, then k:X denotes the cardinality of X 
(2) Let ,X, Y, Z be sets, let f be a function Erom X into Y and let g be 
a function from Y into Z. By g of we denote the composition of f and g (first f, 
then g). 
(3) A (undirected node-labelled) graph is a syste m H = (V, E’, 2, q5) where V is 
a finite no:rempty set, called the set of nodes, E is a set of multisets of two elements 
from \< called the set c,f edges, 2 is a finite nonempty set, called the set of labels 
(or the: aZph&et) and 4 is a function from V -into 2, called the labelling function. 
H is called a g,raph 43ver .Z’:. ‘Throughout this paper the set of nodes, the set of edges, 
the set of labels and the labelling function of a graph H will be denoted by VH, 
EH9 _cH and. q5H respectively. 
(4) Let .H be a graph :and let (x, y} E EH. We say that the edge {x, y} is incident 
with the nodes x and y and the nodes x and y are neighbows. 
(5) Let H be a graph and let x E V’. Then the (1egree of x, denoted by deg(x), 
is the number of edges incident with x. 
i6) Let .z(\ and B be graphs. A is a subgmph of B if VA c V’ ; EA c 
ES nk, ya!x, Y E VA}, ZA c & and for x E V’,, &&) = &(x). A is a full subgraph 
of B if A ris a !;ubgraph of B and EA = ER (7 {,[x, y } 1 x, y E VtI}. In this case we call 
A the subgtdph spanned by v4 in B. By B’ - ~4 wc denote the subgraph spanned 
by VEI \ VA in El. 
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(7) Let H and fi be graphs over an alphabet C. An isomorphism from H into R 
is a bijective function h from V’ into Va such that 4~0 h = & and EA = 
{{h (x), h (y )) 1 {x, y } = EH}. We say that H is isomorphic to fi 
($4) A graph is complIete if EH = {{x, y } 1 x, y E V..]‘. 
(9) A graph H is discrete if &+ = 0. 
(10) A graph H is connected if for every X, y E \I;, there exists a sequence xl, 
x29 . . ..x., of nodes in VH such that x1=x, xn=y and for l<i<iz-1, xi is a 
neighbour of Xi+i. 
2. Basic ddinitisns 
Deb&ion 1. A graph grammar with neighbourhood-controlled embedding, abbrevi- 
ated NCE grammar, is a system G = (C, A, P, 2) where I: is a finite nonempty set, 
called the total ,zZphabet, A is a subset of .Z, called the terminal alphabet, P iq a 
finite set of productions of the form (cu, p, $) where cy is a connected graph, /3 is a 
graph and $ is a function from V, x V, XC into (0, 1); 4 is called thle embedding 
function of the production, and 2 is a graph over 2, called the axiom. 
A direct derivation step in a NCE grammar is performed as follows. Let H be 
a graph. Let v = ((u, p, +) be a production of P, let 4 be a full subgraph of H such 
that & is isomorphic to a! (with h an isomorphism from a! into &) and let 6 be 
isomorphic to p (with g being an isomorphism from 6 into p) where 176 n VH-; = 
0. Then the result of the application of 7~ to 6 (using h, g) is obtained by first 
removing 6 from H, then replacing & by 6 and finally adding edges {i’z, v} between 
every n E ‘8/g and every v E V,\V, such that 
(1) there exists a node m E Va with {h(m), V}E .i!$ and 
(2) @(my g(n), 4Hb)) = 1. 
In this !;ituation G is called the mother graph, b is called the daughter graph and 
H is called the host graph. 
Note that the embedding function & explicitly specifies which no&s of fi can be 
connected to nodes of H - & that are neighbours of nodes in 6. Also, ~5 explicitly 
species nodes in 6 the neighhours of which can be connected tG nodes in 8. However 
@ cannot explicitly specify :&ich neighbours of $ can be connected to nodes in @ 
for the simple reason that, in general, the number of such neighbours cannot be a 
priori limited, while the specification of a NCE grammar must remain finite. Hence 
@ is a function from Vcy x V,, x 6; thus the only w:ay we can specify which neighbours 
of 4 can ‘be connected to n>des of fi is by specifying them by their labels. 
Forma: ly the notion of a direct derivation step is defined 8s follows. 
Definitim 2. Let G = (2, A, P, 2) be a NCE grammar. 
(1) Let: H and n be graphs over C. Then H directly derives I? ,in G, denoted 
H :=+GH, if there exists a production 7r = (CW, /3, #) in P, an isomorphism h from cx 
‘I ‘%!d 
e e 
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Aln example of a derivz,tion step is given in Fig. 2. 
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In general, 21 production of a NCE grammar is of thz form (a, p, #). In this pa.per 
we will restrict our attention to systems in which a! is a discrete graph with one 
node oddly (so WC restrict ourselves to node,-rewriting :l)rsitems). 
Dtfmitian 3. A 1 -.K’E grammar is a NCE grammar (2, A, P, 2) such that each 
productior! in I;” :is orf the form (cw, p, I,+) with # VLy = I and EQ = 8. 
Let (a, p, #) be a productbn in a I-NCE grammar. T len clearly # correspcnds 
irr a natural wry to a firnctiron from V’ x G into (0, I}. Hence in the sequel, we 
assume ithrat he productions of a l-NCE grammar are given in the Eorm (cu, p, (CI) 
where Q+ is a functim fmtn VP x 2 into (0, 11. 
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For l-NCE: grammars the notions of a derivation, 11 descendant and an ancestor 
are defined as fl:)llows. 
DefMion 4. Let G = (.Lz; 4, P, Z) be a LNCE grammar. AL derivation sequenct! 9
in G is a sequence of graphs Ho, HI, . . . , Hr such that r 2 1 and for 0 :S i G d - 1, 
Hi cJirectly derives H i+l, together with $a sequence of functions Fi, Fz, ,, . . , F, where 
for 1 <j s r, i’“; is a function from V’& into V,+j_l. The Fi’s are related tgB the HI’s 
as follows. le: Hj-l directly derive Hi by replacing a node v using the production 
(cu, p, +). Let X, p” be defined as in Definition 2 (where we set H = Hi-1, and r? = Hi) 
and let f be the isomorphism from Hj into X. Then 
Fj(x.) = V if f(x) E V,- 
Fj( 1.1 =f(x) if f(x) E VH~\{V}. 
For O~i<j s r we define the function Fji from VH, into I/J-,, by Fij = 
F* 1 + ?. o&+~o. . l oFi; also for 1 G 2 s I’ Frl = Id lfHl. For x E VEIj we call Fij (X ) the 
ancestor of x ini Hi and 1: is called a descendant 0-f Fij(x) in Hh 9 is called a derivation 
if Ho = 2 an<1 Hr is a graph over A. 
In a production (a, 0, #) of a l-NCE grammar, rc/ is a function of two arguments. 
Depending on the fact whether or not, for a given argument, $ depends on this 
argument (or, in the case of the first argument V,, whether or not # depends only 
on the label elf the argument) we get the following “natural” subclasses of the class 
of 1 -NCE grammars. 
Definition 5. Let G = (2, A, P, 2) be a l-NCE grammar. Then G is a (X, Y) 
grammar for each X E (0, 1 5 Z!} and Y E (0, 1) that saltisfy the following conditions: 
(a) If there exists a production (oy, /3, $) in P, nodes x, y in V, and a label I E C 
such that $(x, I) # +(y, I), then X 2 1. 
(b) if there exists a production (a, 0, $) in P, nodes x, y in V, and a label I E Z 
such that &r;(x) := &(y) and $(x, 1) f +(y, I), then X = 2. 
(c) If there exists a production (cu, p9 $) in P, a node x E VP and labels II, 12 E .Z 
such that $(x, Zi) f $(x, 12) then Y = 1. 
Thus, intuitively, X = 0 implies that @ is not dependent on the nodes of the 
daughter graph l? and dX = 1 implies that, although rl/ can distinguish between 
different not les of the daughter graph, rl/ cannot distinguish two nodes of the 
daughter graph labelled in the same way. Y = 0 implies that # cannot distinguish 
between any IWO neighbours of the rewritten node (even if they have diflerent 
labels), observe that a ‘“(2, 1) grammar” is in this way a synonym for a “1 -NCE 
gramniar”. 
Exrnm@e 2. The following (1, 1) grammar generates the set of all graphs of the 
forjxii of Fig. 3. 
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G = SC, A, P, Z) 
where 
C = IS, a, &cl, d = {a, 6, c), 2 = i 
and 
b a b 
where 
&(l, a) =;z 1, Ml, b) = 1, 
&(2, h) = 1, ML d = 1, 
tLl(3, c j = 1, M3,cj = 1, 
#1(x, v, z ) = 0 in the other cases and & is defined in exactly the same way as #I. 
It is obvious thalt an embedding function in a (1 9 1) grammar (2, A, P, 2) can be 
considered as CI function on C x C raiher than on VP x 2. Similar observations for 
(2, O), (1, 0), (0,1) and (0, G) grammars give F ise to the following definitions. 
efilmitkn 6. (I) Let I&, A, P, 2) be a (2,(I) grammar and let n = (a, 0, rcI) E p. 
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Then th.e (2,0)-reduce& embedding fuwtion of n; denoted by $(2*o’, is the function) 
from ‘c1;9 into (0, 1) dlefined by $c2m (x) = 1 if and only if there p,xists a C E C with 
$(.u, 1) == 1. 
(2) Let (2, A, P, Z) be a (1,l) grammar and let 7~ = (CU, @, $) E P. Then the 
(1, U-reduced embedding function of ?r, denoted by @*l), is the funcltion from C x C 
into {O, a) defined by +(lS1’ (II, 22) = 1 if and only if there exists an x E V,! where 
&(xi = 21 and #(x, 22) = 1. 
(3) Let B, A, P, 2’) be a (1,0) grammar and let r = ((Y, p, q5) E P. Then the 
(1, O)-reduced embedding function of n; denoted by 1,9(~*~), is the function from 2 
into (0, 1) defined by Q’l*O’ (I) = 1 if and only if there exists’ ax E tb with #s(x) = I 
and a TE C where #(x, T) = 1. 
(4) Let (.Z; A, P, 2) kle a (0,l) grammar and let 7~ = (a, p, @J E P. Then the (0,l) 
reduced embedding futzction of T, denoted by +(0’1), is the function from E into 
(0, 1) defined by (I ‘OS’) (,I) = 1 if and ,only if there exists a x E V’ such that +(x, i) = 1 I) 
(5) Let (27, A? P, Z) be a (0,O) grammar and let w = (a, p, (I,) E P. Then the 
embedding constant of IT, denoted by 11/“*“, is defined by $‘“‘o’ = 1 if andi only if 
there exists a x E VP and I E C with $(x, I) = 1 and I,#~‘~’ = 0 in the other case. 
Remark I. Let G = (Z; A, P, 2) be a (1,l) grammar. Let P’ be obtained from P 
by replacing in every element ((w, 8, @) of P the embedding function by the (1, 1) - 
reduced embedding function. Then clearly P’ uniquely defines P, Similar observation 
hold for (2,0), (1, 0), (i&2) and (0, O> grammars. Hence in the sequel we will also 
use reduced embedding, functions in specifications of 1 -NCE grammars. 
In the case of a (X, Y) grammar G with XE{O, 1) it may kappen that the 
(X, Y)-reduced embedding functions of all productions in G are identical. In other 
words, in the specification of G once can provide one embeddi:ng fuinction common 
to all productions. In this case we deal with a global specification o:E the embedding 
mechanism. This situation is formally described as follows. 
Defhidion ‘7. Let X, YE (0, 1) and lept G =: (2, A, P, 2) be a (X, Y) grammar. Then. 
G is a global (X, Y) grammar, abbreviated (X, Y), grammar, if for each pair of 
productions (a, p, $), (6, & 4) E P we have $‘x*y’ = (i;‘x* ?
In specifying a global (X, Y) grammar we will provide one {reduced) embedding 
function (common to all production$ and. productions themselves will be given in 
the form (a, p). 
e follcwing (0, 1), grammar generates the set of all graphis over the 
one-letter alphabfct {n}: 
G = (2, A, P, 27) 
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wherle 
X = {A, a}, A=(a),. Z=& 
p = {(G, fL..--.~)l (t, i), (G, ii)}, 
Rmnah 2. (I) Observe that our definition of a (1, l& grammar is’ equivalent to 
that of a NILC’ grafnmar in [5]. Furthermore, our definitions of (1,l) grammars, 
(1, U) grrslmm?;.- and (1, O), grammars correspond to the definitions of RNLC 
gramraars, dFRNLC grammars and CFNLC grammars (from [5]) respectively. 
(2) From Theorem :3 of [5] it follows that (1, 0), grammars hav~e the property 
that the order in which the steps of a derivation tare performed does not affect the 
resulting graph. 
3. Comparhg the generative power 
En this section we will compare the generative power of various types of graph 
grammars defined in Section 2. If 2 denotes a type of graph grammars then we 
VA1 use 92 to denote the class of all graph languages generated by Z-grammars. 
Thus, e.g., 9(2,0) denotes the class of graph languages generated by all (2,0) 
grammars. 
In the proofs we Gil often use propjerties of derivations. To simplify the formalism 
ths: fun&ions Fl, A!!~, . . . . F, (from Definition 4) will not be used explicitly in 
s,pecifying a derivation. However this should not lead to a confusion, because 
qvlrenever the notions of an ancestor and a descendant are used, it vrill be clear 
l’rom the context l;Gth respect to which derivation they are defined. 
Lemma 1. 2Z(LN’CE) = 9(l, 1) ==.Z(l, l),. 
Proof. Since the equality .Z’( 1, :I) == .9( 1, l), follows from (1) of Remark 2 and 
‘Theorem 6 of [S], it is sufficient to show that A?(l-NCE) = 5?(1, 1). The inclusion 
g~( 1,1) c P’( 1 - NC’E) follows directly from the definition. To show t at .z( 1 -NC’E) c 
-Yll, 1) we proceed as follows. Let G = (Z9 A, P, 2) be an arbitrary l-WE system. 
Let ?Z = (ar, pr $) be a production in P not satisfying the restrictions of the definition 
c~f a (11 1) grammar, that is, there exist x, y E VB and I E C with Qb,&) = 40 (y) and 
tb(x, I) f fi(y, I) We construct the l-NCE syste.m G = (s, d, p, 2) in the following 
way: s == C w {(&(.u), X) IX E V@} and p is the union of the following three sets of 
productions: 
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(1) The production (Q, @,q?’ where b is obtained from p by replacing t!k label 
q&&x) of each note x by the par (&(x), x) and $ is defined by 
6(x, 1) = $(x, I) if I E 2, 
6(x, ‘l) = $(x, f) if / E x\Z and I = (f, y). 
(2) The set of productions (ey, S, 2) where (7, S, x) E P\{(cx, /3, #} and such that 2 
is defined by 
,,k(x, I) = x(x, I) . if r”5 C, 
i(x, I) =x!x, fl if 2 E s\X and k = (f, y). 




where (f, y ) E s\,C and x(x, I) gr= 1 for each I E % 
It isstraightforward to verify that L(G) = E(G). Clearly the number of productions 
in P not satisfying the restrictions of the definition of a (1, 1) grammar is smaller 
than in P. By iteratirig the rzonstruction we obtain a (1,l) grammar ha with 
L(G) = L(M). This proves the lemma. c1 
Lemma 2. 9(2,0) = .9( 1,O) = Z(l, O),. 
Proof. 2’( 1,O) = .Z’( 1, 0), is &own in tk remark following Theorem 6 in [5]. The 
inclusion 9( 1,O) E Z(2,O) fol f,Jws directly from the definition. To see that 9(2,0) C_ 
9(1, 0), observe that the gram mar M from the proof of Lemma 1 is a (1,O) grammar 
if G is a (2,0) grammar. Hence, given an arbitrary !<2,0) gramma>r G the same 
construction can be used to obtain a (1,O) grammar A4 with L(G) = L(M). This 
proves the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3. JZ(O, l),\Ore( 1, O& + p)-. 
Proof. Consider the (0, l), grammar 
G = (25, A, P, Z) 
b 
S ash Sal7 aa ati da 
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and the (0, l)-reduced embedding funcliion $co*1’ isdefined by +(o’1)(a) =$‘“*“\~) = 
(1’**“(S) = 1 and @‘*“(d) = +“‘o’(6) = 0. It is obvious that in every graph H of 
L(G) the number of a-labelllecl modes equals the number of b-lab(elled nodes., It 
is also, clear that L(G) contains the set of graphs of the: form of I?$I. 4: an example 
of 21 derivation ~1,15 surch agraph is given in Fig. 5. 
(n nodes) 
a il a 
b 
r” f 




















Fi ;. 5 (cont. I
We show that L [G) is not in 3?( 1, O),:. Indeed, assume that G = (si & F, 2) is 3 
(l,()) gr;mmar with L((?) = L(G). Without lalss of generality we may assume thir.t 
Vt = 1. Let H ix! ik grap’h of the foam of Fig. 4 with n > (max_ @“” and k:t 
$$ = ,HO:+e41H, =jd, kirt-=?~~* l a ==Q Hr = H be a derivation of H in G. LeL i- 0 < i s r - 1 
be th;e maximal irtdex with the Iproperty that there exists a j, i c j c r azd nodc:s 
X, y such that 
(i! y is a descendant of X, G()~‘ (x) = &+(y), x is the node rewritten in the derivation 
step Hi+e Hi+1 and either j = r or y is the node rewri,tten in the derivation step 
H, =?p 6Hi+ I, and 
(ii) x has at least 2 Idescendants in Hi. 
: 
From the assumption that n > (maxr C )#I it easily follows that there exists such 
an index i, Furthermcjre from (2) of Remark; 2 it follows that we may assume th,.at 
all nodes rewritterl in th.e derivation steps Hi =$b Hi+ la l l l +c H, are descendal*; ts
of y. From ii) it now follows that we can construct other derivat.ions in G by iterating 
an arbi’tmary number of times the part of 9 in which descendants of x (but not of 
y ) are rewritten, leaving the remaining part of 9 unchanged. Since in every grar)h 
of Z..(@ the number of nodes labelled by a equals the number of nodes labelled by 
6, (iii) implies that there exists ~1, p2 E V” with &(pl) = a, &( pz) = b and both 1;‘:. 
p2 are descendants of x’. 
From our assumptions on 9 it also follows that for each v E V&\(x) we halIe 
&.&J) E {a, 6). Moreover from the fact that i’ is maximrill and from n > (maxr (5)“’ 
it follows that there exist nodes vl, v2 E VHi such that C& ( ul) = a and (bHi (v2) =: 6. 
Because the subgraphs of H spanned by the a-labelled nodes and thp, b -labellrad 
nodes respectively a\re connected, it now follows that there exist neighbours yl, $j2 
of x in Hj and descendants PI, 82 of x in H such that &.&) = a. &(qz) = b, 
&f@*) := u, &&32) = b, jJ1 is a neighbour of the (unique) descendant & of q1 in >Y 
and j72 is ZD nkghlbour of the (unique) descendant q2 of q2 in H. Clearly we have 
C& &~I:I=: ci ar~td 41~ (&) = 6. However, from the definition of a (1, 0), system and 
from thje :a!ssumptions about 9 it foliows easily that this implies that @I? &): 
‘$2, &) E &; a contradiction because no a-labelled node of H is a neighbour of 
a b -1abelledl node of EJ. E 
Proof, Consider the (1, O\, grammar G = (Z, A, P, 2) where C = {a, S}, A = {a}, 
anG the (1, 0)-reduced embedding function ~!/r’~*‘) is defined by $“‘0’(a) = @*‘o’(a) = 
1 and $‘1*o)(S) = @’ ‘*O’(S) == 0. IIt is easy to verify tha+t .L(G) is the set of graphs of 
the form 
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We show that L( G) is not S(O, 1). Assume that G = (2, .& pi, 2) is a (0, 1)) grammar 
with L((?) = L)(G). Clearly, one can construct a derivation 9 : 2 == 
l’jI@($H,+$* l l +e Hr in G for which there exists an index i with 0 s i s r - 1 such 
that 
(i) Hr E L(6), 
(ii) let x be the node rewritten in Hi + -El G i+l; then the nodes rewritten in 
Hi+l*aHi+2=Sdo l l *aH,. are descendents of x, 
(iii) x hias at least 3 descendants in Hr, and 
(iv) # ‘VH~ 3 2. 
Clearly (ii) implies that for every v E a’H,\{x} we have #Hi(v) = a and hence: for 
every production (cy, p, $) used in Hi --r’el&+#~* l l =>eHr we have $“““(a) = Ii, 
because in the case that: (I/““‘(a) = 0 we can change the order of the derivation 
steps in 99 in such a way that the resulting graph is disconnected; a contradiction, 
because every element of L(G) is connected. It is easily seen that (i), (ii) andl (iv) 
imply that x has at least one a-labelled neighbour in His It follows from (iii) and 
from the above that k& has at least one node v with deg(v) 2 3; a contradiction. El 
Lemma 5. .Z(O, O)\S(O, l& f 0. 
Proof. Consider the (0,O) grammar G = @, A, P, Z) where C = (a, R, c, S}, A = 
Ia, 4, 
Z=s and P={( 
s n S R S a R 
0, g--5 44, (0, o--Y 
where $y*“’ = $$**O’ = 1 and (I:*“’ = 0. 
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We show that L(G) is not in LZ(Ol, a),. Indeed, let G = (s9 & I’, 2) be a (0, lJg 
grammar with L( @) = L(G). We assume without loss of generality that # c/z = 1. 
Clearly for the (0, I)-reduced embedding functio:l $(0*1’ of G we have $“‘“(a) = 1, 
because in every graph X E L(G) the subgra:ph X, spanned by the a-labelled nodes 
f X is connected and # V& can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
ow let .H be 51 grapfil b of L(G) (see Fiig- 6) qwith n > (ma.xr C;#‘. Let 9 = 
H~_,&Hitr’S& l l =s+& = H be derivlation of 1Y in G. Let i, 0 s i s r - 1 be the 
maximal index with the property that there exists a j, i C j S r and nodes x, y such 
that 
(i) y is a descendant of x, &,(x) = 4Hi(y), 1: is &e node rewritten in the derivation 
step Hi =&+&+t, and either j = r or y is the node rewritten in the derivation step 
k$ =+o Hi+ 1, and 
{ii) x has at least 2 descendants in HP 
From the assumption that n > (maxr G)#’ it easily follows that there exists such 
an index i. Since for each X, IY E L(@, # V’: f= # Vy implies that X is isomorphic 
to Y, we know that the order in which the derivation steps of 9 are performed 
CB;~S not affect tke resulting graph. Mence we may assume that all nodes rewritten 
in the derivation steps Hi =$G Hi+1 z~e* l l +cB’; are descendants of x and, if j f r, 
that all nodes rewritten in Hj +&Yi+l _jd 0 * l =+c Hr are dsscendants of y. From (3 
it now follows thal we can construct other derivations in G by iterating an arbitrary 
number of times the part of 9 in which descendants of x (but not of y) are rewritten, 
leaving the remaining part of 9 unchanged. Since in every graph of L(d) the numb,er 
aIf nodes fabe’lled by a equals the number of nodes labelled by c, (ii) implies that 
thereexistpl,P2E VH with(bH(P*~=:a,(~H(Pz)=b and bothpl,P2 
are descendants of x (4:) 
From our assumptions with respect to 9 it also follows that for each v E V&(n) 
WC have &&) E { z, c). 
The fact that i is maximal and n > (maxr G);4”’ implies that there exists a neighbour 
LI of x in Hi WI& that bHi (4) = Q. From c,!+“‘~ ” (a) = 1. and from (*) it now easily 
follows that there exist two nodes v l, u2 in H such that {VI, 2~2) E EH, c$H (v 1) = a 
and & (112) = c ; a contradiction. El 
Theoreme The diagram of Fig. 7 holds, where we d(enote A + B if A 5 B and A++B 
if A\B # 43 and B\A z 0. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the Lemmas 1 through 5 and from the 
&&ution:. El 
4, Fit&g vatious models in our framework 
In the theory o:’ (sequential) graph gramlinars quite a number of d’iffzrent uotions 
of a graph grami:Idr were investigated (see, e.g., [7] and [4]). We believe that at 
this stage of the c1evfelopment of the theory of graph1 grammars it is important to 
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L(l-NCE)= LCl.1) = cCl.l)g 
A 
Fig. 7. 
have a framework (or a number of them) in which vaaious models can be compared 
arid new “natural” (not ad hoc) models become applarent. Any such a framework 
should single out what are really the basic features of the models considered. 
In the framework that we propose in this paper we concentrate on the role of 
the embedding mechanism which we consider to be the heart of a graph grammar. 
Clearly, in any systematic approach one of the first questions1 that arise is: “where 
to start?” We have decided to start our investigations by considering node-labelled 
undirected graphs; that is we consider graph grammars generating graph languages 
consisting of such graphs only. Undoubtedly a node-labelled undirected graph is 
a very basic graph structure worth an investigation on its own and qfcareover a 
number of notions of a graph grammar generating languages consistiqJ of such 
graphs were considered in the literature. 
Although in our paper we have been concerned with the classification of l-NCE 
g:-ammars, a natural extension of this classification to the general case of NCE 
g’:ammrars 1 ‘3 obvious. Now a NCE grammar G ~41 be classified as a fZ, X, Y) 
gramm,ar !with Z E (0, 1,2}, X E (0, 1,2} and Y E (0, 1) if the following holds. The 
iiiterpretation of X and Y describing the ability of embedding functions to distin- 
guish between the nodes of the daughter graph and between the nodes of the 
neighbourhood, respectively, :emains t.he same. Z = 0 means that embedding 
functions cannot distinguish between the nodes of the mother graph while Z = 1 
means that embedding functions cannot distinguish between different noties of the 
mother graph having the same label. Z = 2 corresponds to the general case. We 
proceed now to analyse how seve>aal models known from the litei>ature fit into our 
framework. 
‘17 if). Janssens, G. Razenberg 
(1) In [la] twc t;ypes of web-grammars are introduced. In a more general one a 
i:sodrJction is oi the form (a, p, @) where ar and @ are graphs (a is assumed to be 
c’onnected) and1 @ is a function from Va x VD into 2’ (where C is the alphabet of 
node-labels). The application of a production (ar, p, 40) to a graph H in a direct 
derivation step is performed by replacing a subgraph 6 of H which is isomorphic 
to ti (let h be :an isomorphism from 81 onto 6) by a griiph fi, isomorphic to p (let 
4: be an isomorphism from fi onto p). The embedding of 6 in H - & is specified 
t,w (Gb as follows: an edge is established between a node n of Vb and a node v of 
1$! - di if and only if there exists a node m of VS suc:h that v is a neighbour of m 
iu H and the label of v in .H belongs to @(h-‘(m), g(n)). However in these 
grammars the possible derivation1 steps are restricted] by the so-called application 
~:cvuWms. If we disregard these application conditiotls, then the definition is clearly 
equivalent o that of NCE grammars, 
(2) In the same paper a more restricted class of web grammars i  also considered; 
,theoe grammars are called normal web grammars. They differ from grammars 
(described under (1) in that for every production (ar, rQ, @) there exists an injective 
function f from lJdl into VO such that for each v E Va, @(v, f(u)) = C and for each 
other ellentent x of V= x VP we have a(x) = (b. Clearly, such a grammar can be 
&scribed as a NICE grammar with the property that for each production (a, p, +) 
r each x E \<,, y E VO, 11, E2 E C we have @(x, y, 1,) = $(.r, y, 12). Hence normal 
l:veb grammars form a special case of (2,2,0) grammars. 
(3) Web grammars more general than those discussed under (1) are introduced 
in [6]. They have productions of the form (cy, C, p, E) where C is a logical function 
trpecifying an application condition and E is a set of logical functions specifying 
the embedding oii the daughter graph in the host graph. As C and E are defined 
in a very general (and informall) way, these systems are more general than NCE 
grammars. 
(4) In the same paper also more restricted ~Ja:~ses of web-grammars, uch as 
normal, monotonous and context-sensitive web ga!am ars are considered. Almost 
all of the grammars discussed in th[e paper satisfy ti3e following restrictions: the 
condition C’ is always satisfied and .E is spec’7r.d by giving a function F from Va 
into V@. The interpretation of F is the following: let a production (CR, C, p, F) be 
applied to a yzk-ph H. Then a full subgrapjh 6 isomorphic to cy (let h be an 
isomorphism from ily onto 6) is replaced by a graph i isomorphic to p (let g be 
an isomorphism from /? onto p) and an edge is established between a node n of 
@ and a * ade v of N -6 if and only if there exists a node m of 4 such that m is 
a neighbour of v in H and 
Clearly, if we assume that e:%ch a! is connected then every such grammar can be 
described as a (2,2,0) gralmmar. 
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(5) In [l] a similar definition is given, but in general F is a function from Vn 
into 2”@, and the condition (*) is changed to “g(n) EF(Kl(m))“. Every such a 
grammar can be described as a (2,2,0) grammar and every (2,2,C) grammar is of 
this special kind. 
(6) A further natural restriction of web grammars, introduced in [l], is the 
context-free restriction. A context-free web grammar is a web grammar such that 
for every production (a, C, p, E), a! is a one-node graph. The embedding E is again 
specified by a function F from Va into 2 “p and we still assume that (7 is always 
satisfied. Every context-free web grammar can clearly be considered as a (2,0) 
grammar and every (2,0) grammar can be considered as a context-fsee web 
grammar. 
(7) ComKning the normal snd the context-free restrictions together, we obtain 
web grammars that can be considered as “context-free graph grammars” from [3] 
(modified in the obvious way so that they generate undirected graphs). It is easily 
seen that the class of languages generated by those grammars is a proper subclass 
of the class of (2,0) grammars. 
(8) Another well-known way of defining graph grammars is the “algebraic 
approach”, wh!ere a direct derivation step is described by pushout and gluing 
constructions. The sequential graph grammars introduced in [4] are an exGLample of 
this method. It is easy to see that, if we restrict ourselves to the case of nodie-labelled 
undirected graphs and to productions in which the left-hand side is comPected, then 
every such grarnmar can be simulated by a (2,2,0) grammar. If we add the additional 
condition that we replace only one node at a t!,me, then we obtain the graph 
grammars discussed in (7) above. 
(9) AlthougYh the general type of graph grammars introduced in [6] cannot be 
described in our framework, it is clear that NCE grammars and (2,2,9) grammars 
can be considered as the counterparts (in the case of node-labelled undirected 
graphs) of Depth-f graph grammars and an-graph grammars respectively 
5. Discusdon 
We \i;;suld like to ffinish this paper by pointing out the following two problem areas: 
(1) TheSmost important problem in relation to the framework introduced in this 
paper is the construction of a diagram analogous lo that of Theorem 1 for general 
NCE gramma.rs. Although we have some. partial results we are no% able yet to 
settle all relationships needed to obtain such a diagram. 
(2) Ancther research area that is natural from a mathematical viewpoint and 
that is also suggested ‘by the existing literature on graph grammars is thbe xtension 
of our approach to grammars generating directed graphs and graphs with edge- 
labels. 
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